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Welcome from HumaniSE Lab Director, John Grundy

It is with great pleasure that I introduce the inaugural issue of our HumaniSE Lab newsletter! I hope
you will find the content interesting and even mildly provoking. We greatly welcome your feedback on
content, projects, profiles, interest in collaborating with us, etc. Please feel free to share this email or
link to the newsletter online with colleagues.

We have been planning this newsletter for a while, but like with many other things such as establishing
our new lab during the COVID-19 pandemic, has meant delaying its launch until now. We hope to use
this newsletter to showcase the diversity of our projects, staff, students and partner organisations. We
are also fortunate to have a regular feature written by our own, Bran Selic that focuses on topical issues
that we think are relevant to our research, partners, and wider societal interests.

Fundamentally, so�ware is a human-centric discipline. Humans build so�ware. Humans use so�ware.
But the full diversity of humans has not sufficiently been understood, nor taken into account during
so�ware engineering activities – human differences between team members and their stakeholders
and how these impact so�ware engineering; and the human differences of a wide variety of end users.



We keep hearing stories of so�ware that is biased, unfair, difficult to use, frustrating, sometimes
dangerous, and quite simply not fit for purpose. Despite over 50 years of so�ware engineering as a
discipline, we still have a long way to go!  This is the focus of the HumaniSE Lab.

Read about our labʼs aims, goals and vision and browse through some of our projects on our website.

We welcome your feedback on our vision, focus, specific projects, as well as welcoming the
opportunity to partner with you or your organisation on collaborative research and translation
projects.

Joh� Grund�

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

Current so�ware applications are designed for a generic target end users and do not take into account
usersʼ diverse ages. Researchers from the HumaniSE Lab together with a team of students from
Monash examined age bias in e-commerce so�ware. Their work was recently presented at the 14th
International Conference on Cooperative and Human Aspects of So�ware Engineering (CHASE 2021).

Click here to read the presentation slides

Or, if youʼd prefer to watch the full presentation video, click here

https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/about-us
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/projects
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/2622556/CHASE_4_5.pdf
https://youtu.be/yQVi23WMLyw


Many people worry about privacy violations when using COVID-19 apps. HumaniSE Lab PhD student,
Omar Haggag recently carried out an analysis of COVID-19, social media and productivity apps.

Discover what was found

Human values—such as privacy, transparency, integrity, social justice, and diversity—are increasingly
acknowledged as important concerns when developing so�ware. A team led by Dr. Waqar Hussain,
Senior Research Fellow in the OVIS Lab, which is now affiliated with the HumaniSE Lab, has recently
had a paper published that examined how practitioners “engineer” values in their unique
organisational settings.

Read the full article here

STAFF SPOTLIGHT
Dr. Jennifer McIntosh is an eHealth Researcher and Senior Research Fellow in the
HumaniSE Lab. In this interview we get to know her and find out about her
unique career pathway and how it led to her current role in the HumaniSE Lab.

Learn more about Jen

https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/projects/completed-projects/covid-19-vs-social-media-apps-does-privacy-really-matter
https://ieeexplore-ieee-org.ezproxy.lib.monash.edu.au/document/9261980
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/2625036/July2021-Jennifer-McIntosh-Profile.pdf


STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Ting Ting Bi is a third year PhD student in the HumaniSE Lab under the
supervision of Assoc. Prof. Aldeida Aleti and co-supervised by Prof. John Grundy.
She is already well on her way to being a prolific contributor to advancing our
so�ware engineering knowledge.

Discover more about Ting Ting

OPINION PIECE - “END USERS” CONSIDERED HARMFUL
In the first of what is sure to be a thought-provoking regular feature, Adjunct Professor Bran Selić
discusses the underlying tensions that exist between so�ware developers and the individuals they
intend to serve.

Read the full article

SEEKING RESEARCH COLLABORATORS!
Want to contribute to co-designing so�ware that is accessible for a diverse range of users? Weʼre
looking for so�ware - developers, users and stakeholders that have a passion to improve so�ware
solutions that will cater to todayʼs diverse society. Come join us in our co-design, Living Lab.

Register your interest here

WHATʼS BEEN HAPPENING...
(Click on the hyperlink below to read more)

● HumaniSE Lab Deputy Director, Associate Professor Rashina Hoda recently Co-Chaired the 14th
International Conference on Cooperative and Human Aspects of So�ware Engineering (CHASE
2021)

● Dr. Jenny McIntosh is a Chief Investigator on a bid that was recently awarded a Medical
Research Future Fund (MRFF) grant

● ARC Laureate Professor (and Marathon Man!) John Grundy completed the gruelling “Run the
Gap” in May

https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/2625033/July2021-Ting-Ting-Bi-profile.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/2625045/July2021_BranSelic-The-Problem-with-End-Users.docx.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/work-with-us
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/rashina-hoda-is-program-chair-of-the-14th-international-conference-on-cooperative-and-human-aspects-of-software-engineering-chase-2021
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/rashina-hoda-is-program-chair-of-the-14th-international-conference-on-cooperative-and-human-aspects-of-software-engineering-chase-2021
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/rashina-hoda-is-program-chair-of-the-14th-international-conference-on-cooperative-and-human-aspects-of-software-engineering-chase-2021
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/dr.-jennifer-mcintoshs-mrff-success
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/dr.-jennifer-mcintoshs-mrff-success
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/the-humanise-labs-own-marathon-man!
https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/news-and-events/news/the-humanise-labs-own-marathon-man!


● John Grundy delivered a Keynote Address to the 21st IEEE/ACM International Symposium on
Cluster, Cloud and Internet Computing (CC Grid 2021)

IN OTHER NEWS...
● Jenny McIntosh recently presented a talk, ʻThe development of eHealth so�ware: exploring

methods for a Human-centric approachʼ for Alliance for Digital Health At Monash (ADAM)
seminar series

● Congratulations to the following students on passing your PhD milestone - Devi Karolita and
Suyu Ma

● We say farewell to Lisa McGivern as she leaves to undertake her PhD studies in mental health in
families with children with special needs

Contact us or to unsubscribe from our newsletter

Email us at Humanise-Enquiries@monash.edu

http://cloudbus.org/ccgrid2021/ccgrid2021keynotes.html
http://cloudbus.org/ccgrid2021/ccgrid2021keynotes.html
mailto:Humanise-Enquiries@monash.edu

